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Welcome to the ADAPT by Design values book. 

This book contains the essence of what we value, 

what motivates us, how we make decisions and 

how we work together as a team.

We aim to engage with people that are culturally 
aligned and fit into our community driven by our 
values.

Our values complement each other and are all 
equally important.



Our purpose  
is to help  
founders & leaders 
build resilient 
businesses. 



Give a Shit (GAS)
Having a high GAS factor means that we care.  We want people who are highly 
engaged and want to be part of the solution - not adding to the problem.  We look 
to Dan Pink’s work and our understanding of Intrinsic motivation to build a culture 
that supports this value.

Ask Yourself

What are my strategies to re-gas?

Did I think  through this solution to implement it to a standard I am happy with?

Did I feel motivated to be present and give it my all at work today?

Do I embrace my passion for what I do?

Have I identified or tried to remove a pain point from my, or my teams everyday 
work?

“I am new to the team 
and I can see everyone 
really cares - this is 
evident by how long 
people have been working 
at ADAPT and how often 
you see people go above 
and beyond.”



“We don’t feel 
offended from 
others disagreeing 
with our work - 
we are all in this 
together.”



Drive an Adult Only Workplace
Our Meaning 
This is an ‘I’ and ‘WE’ value. We want a workplace where we have Adult to Adult 
relationships NOT Parent to Child. We understand that this requires everyone 
being conscious of their behaviour and aiming to behave above the line as often as 
possible.

We want to be a team of Players and Learners not Victims and Knowers.

We understand that we are all different and we have different needs. By 
recognising and respecting our differences we support this value.

Ask Yourself
Do I avoid the use of the word ‘should’ as much as possible

Have I made the effort to be curious and learn about another person’s role in 
ADAPT?

Am I really listening?

When I am challenged do I stop and ask questions - seek to understand?

Be Brutally Honest
Our Meaning
Being Brutally Honest means that we cut the crap and have open and honest 
straight talk. We recognise that it’s essential that we have high levels of trust and 
psychological safety if we want people to feel ‘safe’ being brutally honest.

Ask Yourself
Did you speak up for what you really believe?

Did I tell someone outside ADAPT something I didn’t say to someone in ADAPT?

Do I voice my opinion if I think there is a better way to do something?

Am I prepared to distill and share my left hand column? 



Walk the ADAPT Way
Our Meaning
The ADAPT Way = Coach + Method + Platform

The ADAPT Way is informed by the ADAPT Principles

This value is all about us ‘eating our own dog food’ We want our customers to  
know that everything we bring to them via the ADAPT Way we embrace in our  
own business. 

Ask Yourself

Am I using the ADAPT Platform?

Am I conscious of all components of the ADAPT Way - Coach/ Method and 
Platform?

Do I know what the ADAPT Way is?

“We walk the talk 
by running our own 
Leadership meetings 
and offsites using the 
standard agendas and 
activities”



Build Shared Value
Our Meaning
This is an ‘It’ value. It is about the work we do with our customers and about 
building long term business relationships that create value for both parties. It is 
about having ‘real’ relationships where both parties respect each other and value 
the relationship. 

Ask Yourself
Is the customer aligned to our values and principles?

Does our offering serve the customer needs?

Does the customer value our work?

Can the customer afford to pay for our services?
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